Be Cyber Secure: Cloud Computing

Tips to protect yourself, and how to respond if you think you have been targeted.

Cloud computing services make it easy to store, retrieve and share files, no matter where you are. They are also a good way to back up important information. Although most cloud providers have tools to help keep data safe, they can still be targeted by cyber criminals, so it is important that you help protect your and your company’s data.

How to Protect Yourself

Be proactive:

• Use secure, complex and unique passwords for your cloud login, and change them frequently. Use multifactor authentication when possible.

• Adjust user permissions, which are a major cause of data breaches. Not everyone authorized to log in to your cloud account needs to have access to every file, service or function.

• Secure data by encrypting both while sending it to the cloud and when storing it there to prevent cyber criminals accessing your information in transit.

• Understand your cloud provider’s security offerings. Ask questions about disaster recovery and data ownership.

• Review security updates frequently and take action quickly.

If you suspect you’ve been targeted:

• Don’t delay. Acting quickly after an event can minimize damage to your business.

• Contact your bank’s servicing desk or support staff to report a fraudulent transaction as soon as you can.

• Change all passwords that cyber criminals may have stolen.

• Know and follow your local laws and guidelines for cyber incidents.

• Document everything about the event. The more information you have, the better armed you will be to assist an investigation by your company, your bank and law enforcement officials, and the better prepared you will be against future events.

The Growing Threat, Measured

$3.86 million
Average cost of a data breach.¹

$12.7 billion
Estimated global market for cloud security technologies in 2023.²³

22%
Number of breaches in 2019 that involved cloud assets.⁴

¹ https://www.ibm.com/security/data-breach
⁴ Verizon DBIR 2019
Why It’s Important

Cloud providers use security tools to keep data safe, but some security controls are your responsibility. Without the proper security measures in place, cyber criminals may still be able to access your cloud account.

With access to your account, cyber criminals can:

- **Obtain data** that could be used to steal money or steal your identity.
- **Hold data hostage** with ransomware, a type of malware that encrypts your files and prevents you from accessing them, causing major disruption to your business.
- **Access corporate secrets** to sell data or blackmail the individual or their organization.
- **Get contact information** for your friends and business associates, and phish for their data by getting them to click or download malicious software.
- **Infect key files and data** with viruses, known as malware.

**Global Information Security at Bank of America**

The GIS team is made up of information security professionals staffing multiple security operations centers across the globe who work 24/7 to keep data and information safe.

**For more information, go to:**
www.bankofamerica.com/privacy/overview.go

**IMPORTANT INFORMATION**

Neither Bank of America nor its affiliates provide information security or information technology (IT) consulting services. This material is provided “as is,” with no guarantee of completeness, accuracy, timeliness or of the results obtained from the use of this material, and without warranty of any kind, express or implied, including, but not limited to warranties of performance, quality and fitness for a particular purpose. This material should be regarded as general information on information security and IT considerations and is not intended to provide specific information security or IT advice nor is it any substitute for your own independent investigations. If you have questions regarding your particular IT system or information security concerns, please contact your IT or information security advisor.
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